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From
The Registrar

To
The Principals oI medical colleges
Sub: KUHS
A11

- Reopening of colleges -

Reg.

the health professional education institutions are remaining closed from Match 2020

onwards in Lrdia, and examinations got delayed. Now, the National Medical Commission
(NMC) has given an advisory to all state govemments/UT/Universities/Medical Collegesfrom
01./12/2020 onwards

in a

phased marmer and a modified Gnatt chart

for the conduct of

examinations is published incorporating the start of PG courses upto 202M. If we are failing to

follow this tentative time table our students are likely to lose their chances to appear for the
Medical PG entrance examinations in coming years.

Kerala University of Health Sciences is taking a serious note of this situation and

informed all concemed authodties about
colleges affiliated

this. A

communication was sent to all medical

to the university requesting fot some information by retum of mail on

27/11,/2020. After receiving replies from 23 institutions (more than 80%) KUHS like to inform
all stake holders as follows, as per direction of NMC.

1.

Final MBBS part II regular examination (2016 admission) is to be conducted by April
2021.

2.

Ffust MBBS regular examination (2019 admission) is

to be conducted by February

2021.
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3.

Supplementary examinations of

II

MBBS and Final MBBS part

I

are to be conducted

in january 2021.

4. Final MBBS part I

regular examination (2017 admission) and

II

MBBS regular

examination (2018 admission) are to be conducted in April 2021.

5. In the above circumstances the Final MBBS part II ( R ) Exam going batch

students

may be contacted and advised to report to the colleges for clinical training
immediately after the elections to the local bodies (751?-/2020 onwards or at the
earliest).

6.

7.

The first MBBS ( R ) exam going students may be contacted and advised to report

fol

clinical training immediately after Christmas (28fi2/2O2O onwards or at the earliest)

.

Other batches of students (2017 & 2018) may be directed to follow this in a phased
manner after ensuring accommodation facilities.

8. AII safety measurea

advocated by NMC, Central and State Governments should be

strictly adhered to.

9.

The colleges whose hostels are taken away for Covid care are requested to take steps

for getting the facility back at the earliest.
10. Colleges

where non covid patient care

is shown as Nil are requested to start

admitting such patients.

Copy of NMC advisory and guidelines are enclosed herewith for reference
Thanking you,
Yours faithfully

Dr. A.K. Manojkumar
Registrar
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